AVIATION OXYGEN PORTABLES
WITH AITHRE ULTRA MESO MONITOR

Aviation Oxygen Systems and AITHRE have agreed to integrate Aithre’s wireless monitoring technology into Aerox’s portables.

Customers can now order the AEROX portables which include the tank, regulator, cannulas, flowmeters -and then choose the Aithre Altus Meso Tank Monitor as an add-on - along with any of the other options - such as the carrying case/harness, pulse oximeter or the cannula case.

- Wirelessly pairs to your iOS device to display tank pressure, flow rate, and time remaining of any Aerox portable oxygen tank.
- Weighs just a few ounces and is plugged into any AEROX oxygen tank using the high-pressure fitting
- Powered directly with a USB port.
- A battery pack is included and can be attached to the outside of the tank and is recharged using a standard USB cable.
- [ORDER & INSTALL THE AITHRE MESO SEPARATELY? $195.00.]

See this link for pricing on the portable oxygen system options— and add-ons: https://aviationoxygen.com/aerox-aviation-oxygen/portable-oxygen-systems.html
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